Booking Instructions
Booking Project

Project Name: Use Promo Code- Breakfast included
Discount Code: ISTU2024

Available Dates: September 17, 2024 - September 28, 2024
Discount Rate: 5% off
Project Dates: Available from now on

Branch:
Green World Hotel - Nangang
Green World Hotel - Songshan
Green World Hotel - Zhongxiao
All Room Types Apply
STEP I

Go to branch selection page (gobooking.com.tw/zh-TW/GreenWorld)
Select Zhongxiao/Songshan/Nangang
STEP II

Select Check in dates and Night to Stay to search
STEP III

Scroll down to **Use Promo Code! - Breakfast included** to select the room types.
STEP IV

On the Payment page, Enter ISTU2024 inside the red square and click on “Use” to get the discounted rates.